TRUEHOPE
P R O D U C T L I ST

EMPowerplus Advanced TM
TRUEHOPE EMPOWERPLUS
ADVANCED is a unique and safe

combination of 36 nutrients designed
to provide nutritional support for the
central ner vous system.*
Due to its overwhelmingly positive
results, Truehope’s EMPowerplus™
formulation is the most studied
micronutrient in the world. While
so many multi-vitamin and mineral
products have good ingredients, they
are formulated in a way that does not
allow their contents to absorb into the
bloodstream.

EMPowerplus Methylated
Advanced TM
TRUEHOPE EMPOWERPLUS
METHYLATED ADVANCED is our

original and unique formulation of 36
nutrients, only differing in using the
methylated forms of two vitamins, B12
and folate.
We created this formula for those whose
bodies cannot methylate B vitamins as
most can. Individuals that suffer with the
rare MTHFR gene expression will benefit
most from this product.

EMPowerplus TM Powders
TRUEHOPE EMPOWERPLUS
POWDER is the same

combination of 36 nutrients
available in tablet and capsule form
to provide nutritional support for
the central ner vous system. It is in
powder form for anyone struggling
with swallowing capsules or tablets.
With two great flavours—MANDARIN
ORANGE OR BERRIES & BANANA—EMPowerplus
powders are a great additive to smoothies, yogurt,
favourite juice, or even just a glass of cold water.

EMPowerplus TM Classic
Tablets
TRUEHOPE EMPOWERPLUS
CLASSIC is the original combination

of 36 nutrients designed to provide
nutritional support for the central
ner vous system. The classic formulation
is only available in tablet form at this
time.

AminoPower Advanced TM
TRUEHOPE AMINOPOWER
ADVANCED has been specifically

formulated and balanced for the human
body to deliver ever y essential amino
acid to promote and maintain health.
Because the free-form amino acids and
supportive nutrients in AminoPower
Advanced need no digestion, your body
rapidly absorbs them. Amino acids are
essential for virtually ever y function
of life: from fueling and repairing your
intestinal tract to enhancing brain
performance and mood by promoting the
synthesis of neurotransmitters.*

BMD Advanced TM
TRUEHOPE BMD ADVANCED

is a bone mineral developer that
reduces the risk of developing
osteoporosis. It provides balanced
and highly-absorbable restorative
minerals necessar y for healthy bone
density. As well as helping develop and
maintain bone, BMD Advanced aids in
maintaining healthy cartilage, teeth,
and gums.*

Inositol

OLE TM - Olive Leaf Extract

INOSITOL has been shown in studies
to significantly benefit people who suffer
with anxiety and panic. An all natural
Vitamin B8 complex, Inositol naturally
enhances brain function and provides a
profound calming effect.*

GreenBACTM
TRUEHOPE GREENBACTM is a

rich blend of eight bacteria, as well
as botanicals, algae, enzymes, and
ingredients designed to maintain and
promote a healthy digestive system. This
combination of super foods, combined
with friendly bacteria, creates a powerful
regulating effect on an unruly gut and
helps promote and maintain the healthy
bowel function. Each ser ving contains
billions of bacteria as well as plenty of
prebiotics that help bacteria thrive.

TRUEHOPE OLE is a natural,
antioxidant-rich extract from the olive
leaf that supplies particular daily needs
to promote and maintain a healthy
bowel and immune system. It has also
proven powerful and effective use as
an anti-fungal.*

Nascent Iodine Advanced TM
NASCENT IODINE ADVANCED TM

is an essential element for healthy
thyroid hormone production, and an
efficient metabolism. Sufficient levels
of iodine increase cell absorption of
nutrients which includes vitamins and
minerals.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

contact Truehope at 1.888.878.3467 or visit Truehope.com

